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EcoRV is a restriction enzyme produced by Escherichia Coli that destroys invading DNA by
cleaving it at a GATATC sequence, as a defence mechanism against viral attacks. EcoRV
sharply bends its specific DNA site, by approximately 50◦, directly at the center TA step, help-
ing to facilitate correct orientation of the scissile phosphate, the catalytic site of the enzyme and
divalent metal ions. We are investigating the physical origins of sequence specificity in EcoRV
endonuclease. Computer simulations are performed of three free DNA sequences in aqueous
solution, starting from a B-form, in order to understand to what extent the bending is intrinsic to
the DNA itself. The results contribute to understanding why the cognate sequence is recognized
specifically by the EcoRV restriction enzyme.
1 Introduction
One of the central issues of modern molecular biology and biophysics is to understand
the interactions stabilizing complexes in solution, and particularly how a small sequence
change can lead to a significant difference in affinity. Protein/DNA interactions provide
an important class of biomolecular complexes for studying such issues. Molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulation techniques, with which individual interactions and dynamics at
the atomic level can be probed explicitly, provide a means complementary to experimental
techniques, of determining details of molecular structure and interaction.8 Restriction en-
donucleases provide interesting model systems for the investigation of sequence-specific
protein/DNA interactions. The ability of bacterial cells to resist invading foreign DNA
is wholly dependent upon the extraordinarily high fidelity of this recognition process, in
which target sites are selected from an enormous molar excess of structurally similar non-
specific DNA.1, 3 We are investigating the origins of sequence specificity in EcoRV endonu-
clease in order to elucidate how molecular interactions and induced fit operate to ensure
selectivity for blunt-ended cleavage at the center step of GATATC. EcoRV sharply bends
its specific DNA site by approximately 50◦, directly at the center TA step, helping to fa-
cilitate proper juxtaposition of the scissile phosphate, the catalytic site of the enzyme and
divalent metal ions.7 To examine the origins of EcoRV sequence discrimination, a detailed
kinetic and crystallographic study has been performed of the interaction of EcoRV with the
cognate sequence GATATC (TA), and two non-cognate sequence, GAATTC (AT) which is
the cognate sequence recognized by an other restriction enzyme, EcoRI, and it’s mutant,
GAAUTC (AU).2 Examination of DNA binding and bending by equilibrium and stopped-
flow fluorescence quenching and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) methods
demonstrate that the capacity of EcoRV to bend the AT sequence site is severely limited,
and full bending of AU sequence is achieved at only a threefold reduced rate compared
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with the cognate complex (TA). The above results demonstrate that the DNA sequences,
although swapping only 2 nucleotides, induce a change of the bending-cleavage mecha-
nism. This change does not imply large conformation adaptations of the protein rather
small perturbations leading to the rearrangement of the divalent metal ion binding sites.
In the present work, the structures of the free DNA sequences in water are probed. We
investigate how the swap of the center base pair leads to a change of the behaviour of the
free DNA in water. For this purpose, we performed MD simulations of the three DNA
sequences; TA, AT and AU free in aqueous solution.
2 Materials and Methods
Three 14-bp B-DNA molecules were examined with different central nucleotides
but the same flanking sequences and same nucleotide content (TA-sequence: 5’-
dAGAAGATATCTTGA-3’, ATsequence: 5’-dAGAAGAATTCTTGA-3’, AU-sequence:
5’-dAGAAGAAUTCTTGA-3’). Standard B-DNA starting structures were generated
using the program NAB6. The setup of the system was performed with the program
CHARMM9 and the charmm27 force field10. Each system was neutralized by adding
28 Na+ counterions, and an excess of Na+ and Cl− ions were added, corresponding to
a physiological concentration of 150mN NaCl. The system was solvated with a buffer of
explicit water extending of 15 A˚ in each direction in a cubic box (x=70A˚, y=70A˚, z=70 A˚).
Minimizations, heating, equilibration and production runs were performed with the pro-
gram NAMD11. For each of the three systems 20ns MD was performed in a NPT ensemble
at 1-atm pressure and 300K. Structural analysis and calculation of the free energy were
performed using standard programs; 3DNA5, Gromacs4 tools and home made scripts.
3 Results and Discussion
Differences of two nucleotides at the center steps have been shown to be sufficient to
hinder full bending and thus cleavage of the DNA in complex with EcoRV restriction
endonuclease.2 We examine here whether or not differences can be seen between these
three free DNA molecules in water. We analyzed the molecular origin of bending in terms
of local helical parameters of the three DNA structures at the center step calculated with the
program 3DNA5. The parameters monitored include the local roll angle and the local tilt
at the center step. The roll angle measures rotation of a base pair plane about its long axis.
This motion creates an angle, narrowing toward the major groove for positive roll, between
two otherwise parallel adjacent base pairs. Tilt arises from rotation about a base pair short
axis and is generally less than half as large as roll. We calculated the free energy profile
at the center step of each DNA sequence as a function of there two parameters. Table 1
shows some local helical parameters for the DNA molecules crystallized in complex with
the protein EcoRV, and in the DNA during the MD simulation. The three DNA molecules
appear to have different properties for the roll angle at the center step when it is complexed
to EcoRV or when it is free in aqueous solution. Indeed the cognate free TA molecule
has a minimum free energy for an angle of 10◦ ±0.98◦, whereas the free AT molecule has
an angle of 5◦ ±0.65◦ and the free AU molecule is about 3◦ ±0.74◦. Within 5 kJ/mol
of the minimum free energy the roll angle for the TA sequence ranges from -10 to +25◦,
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whereas that for AT reaches only -5 to +15◦. The AU sequence explores a wider range
than AT but less than the TA sequence, varying between -10 to +20◦ within 5kJ/mol of the
minimum. In contrast to the roll angle, the tilt angle behaves in a similar way for the 3 DNA
molecules. The atomic fluctuations (Figure 1) show that the 3 DNA molecules fluctuate in
Parameter TAa ATa AUa TAb ATb AUb
Roll (deg.) 49.9 28.8 53.2 10 ±0.98 5 ±0.65 3 ±0.74
Tilt (deg.) -3.24 0.87 4.01 0.33 ±0.08 0.63 ±0.05 1.64 ±0.09
a DNA crystallographic structures. The respective pdb codes are 1SX8, 2BOD, 2BOE. The values
are taken from Hiller2.
b B-DNA structures simulated in water. The values correspond to the angle with the minimum free
energy calculated from the 20ns MD simulation.
Table 1. Conformational diffusion constants and corresponding relaxation times.
the same regions, mainly at the 2 termini (atoms 1 to 40; 400 to 500 and 850 to 890 around
0.6 nm for TA sequence, 0.3 nm for AT sequence and 0.8 for AU sequence). The rest of
the atoms fluctuate around 0.15 nm, and a periodicity can be observed. The higher values
correspond to the fluctuation of the atoms from the backbone (sugar and phosphate), and
the lower values to the base pairs. The three structures behave mostly in a very similar
Figure 1. Atomic fluctuation of the 3 DNA sequences during the MD simulation. The first strand is from the
atom 1 to 448; the second is from 449 to 891.
way. However the roll angle at the center step shows a none negligible difference.
4 Conclusion
The three DNA molecules simulated here differ by only 1 or 2 nucleotides at the central
step. This small difference is sufficient for the EcoRV restriction endonuclease to recognize
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only one sequence specifically. The simulations show that the atomic fluctuations and some
local helical parameters are very similar for the three sequences, even at the central step.
However, the TA sequence appears to be the most flexible of the three, as can be seen by
the broader range of roll angles sampled as compared to the other sequences during the 20
ns of the simulations. This finding suggests that recognition of the sequence specifically by
the EcoRV restriction enzyme is due in part to inherent structural tendencies of the cognate
DNA sequence.
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